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In addition, INSIDE VISUAL C++, Fifth Edition, delivers authoritative guidance on:--
Fundamentals -- GDI, event handling, dialog boxes, memory management, SDI and MDI,
printing, and help-- Advanced topics-multithreading, DIBs, ODBC, and DLLs-- COM -- creating
document objects, ActiveX ""TM"" controls, and components; automation; and using wizards
and compiler extensions that support COM-- C++ programming for the Internet -- Windows
""RM"" Sockets, MFC WinInet, and ISAPI extension programs for Microsoft Internet Information
ServerAn enclosed CD-ROM contains valuable sample source code and sample applications
developed for the book?all of which makes this volume an indispensable tool that every
professional will keep close at hand.

From the PublisherThis is the perfect book for beginning programmers. This book/disk set not
only teaches users how to start writing code in a short period of time, but also supplies the
compiler needed to generate that code. - Series elements take readers step by step through the
learning process, pulling out new concepts and highlighting key points- Includes a full-color tear-
out card that details syntax and shortcuts- 3 CD-ROMs contain the genuine Visual C++ compiler
needed to run all the programs in the book, source code, and answers to all the questions from
the book's lessons
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alfred_81, “Visual C++ 5.0 Book. The product arrived within the time stipulated and it looks like a
new book despite it is a used one. The counterpart is that it did not carry out CDROM. Anyway I
am glad with the purchase. Thanks.”

Tracy Brown, “Makes a C++ programmer a window's programmer. I was a little disappointed
when I received the book and saw that it was 3 years old and targeted for Visual C++ Version
5.0. But it turns out it is covers pretty much everything you need to know to use MFC to write
windows programs. Make sure you are comfortable with the C++ language and Object-
Oriented concepts first though.”

bobgun@cgo.wave.ca, “Good book to show you how to use Visual C++5 , but. This book is a
great book for explaining how to use the features of Visual C++5, but it doesn't teach MFC. This
is why Microsoft rates this book for advanced users. I bought this book because of the great
reviews given to the third edition of the book. It is to bad that the book went from a great learning
tool to a book that shows you the features of Visual C++5. The reason for the rating of 7 is, that
the book still gives some very useful information on alot of topics. Don't buy this book if you want
to learn MFC. Buy this book if you want to get an overview of alot of the features of Visual C++5.
If you want to learn MFC, I would recommend Programming Windows 95 with MFC by Jeff
Prosise. Be aware that this book by Prosise isn't an easy to read book”

Tommy Boy, “A Good Book to start MS VC++. This book is for intermediate level developers. It
gives a good insight as to how to begin with VC++ and get something useful out of it. All in all a
good book to get a grip on VC. Well for those who didn't like it I think one book cannot satisfy all
and this book is not for freshers.”

rgreen@visicom.com, “Excellent Introduction to Using VC++ 5.0 With MFC. Having previously
used the MS VC++ compiler in purely Win32 native API mode, this book provided the bridge to
cross over to the MFC paradigm. Kruglinski does a good job of pointing out what's important
and how to use the MFC classes in the VC++ environment. I was able to directly use some of
the concepts and examples in my own coding projects.”

Konrad Sherinian, “This is one of the finest all around books on MFC. Overall, this books
provides an excellent introduction to just about every topic imaginable in Visual C++
programming. It starts by showing the reader how to create simple and complex GUI elements
using the framework provided by the compiler (MFC / AppWizard) and continues through COM,
database programming, and even Internet programming. This book is one of the 4 must have
books for Visual C++ programmers, the other 3 being Programming Windows 95, Advanced
Windows, and Programming Windows 95 with MFC. Unfortuneately, this is the last edition that



will ever be published of this book, as the author died in a handgliding accident.”

Pascal Leclercq, “In memoriam. I must admit that this book is probably not the best one on the
market. It is not very usable by beginners. My own experience of self taught MFC programmer
goes back to windows 3.1, when I tried to port a little shareware program I developped under
Visual Basic 3 to Visual C++ 1.5. It took me about one year to do so. Now, I routinely develop
applications for technical purposes. ( Man-machine interface evaluation software for silicon
chips). But here I want to emphasize one very important point about the original author. Without
his dedication and patience, I would certainly have stopped everything. On the original edition of
this book, Inside Visual C++ 1.5, there was his email address. And when I came to a dead end ,
I send to him queries, and he answered me ! His help was unvaluable to me. This was my two
cents contribution to the memory of an author who  really cared about his readers.”

Pi, “I have never came across a better book for MFC besides this one. Trust me, with around 5
years of experience in MFC, I have never came across a better book for MFC besides this one.
Of course, its not updated as msdn online... and that's completely understood. But the
explanation is really the best you can come across.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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